Comments

Comments on topics are encouraged. Questions and suggestions are welcome and may be contributed as comments after any NCpedia entry.

As an educational resource, we also invite others to share additional reputable resources on topics in the "Comments" section below each entry. When providing additional information about a topic, please include the resource from which the additional information was obtained.

All comments may be subject to Public Records Law and disclosed to third parties. NCpedia editors reserve the right to not publish any comment submitted that is considered inappropriate for this resource. Advertisements will not be published.

If you have a question or comment but would prefer to not have it posted publicly, you may send it via email. Requests for additional information about topics may be sent to the Reference Services staff at the Government & Heritage Library.

Questions about the Web site or suggestions for enhancements may be sent to the NCpedia staff at the Government & Heritage Library.

When posting a comment to the NCpedia site, you have the option to provide an email address. The email address you provide will not be posted publicly and will only be used to respond to your comment if it includes a question or suggestion. If you post a comment with your contact information (or someone else's contact information) in the body of the comment, the contact information will be removed before your comment is approved. If you prefer not to leave an email address, check back at your NCpedia comment for a reply. Please allow one business day for replies from NCpedia.

Some email servers are blocked from accepting messages from outside email servers or domains. These often include student email addresses from public school email accounts. Please know that if you provide a public school email address we may not be able to reply to your question.
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